Pervasive computing offers an unprecedented opportunity to unobtrusively monitor behavior and use the large amount of collected data to perform analysis of activity-based behavioral patterns. In this paper, we introduce the notion of an activity curve, which represents an abstraction of an individual's normal daily routine based on automatically-recognized activities. We propose methods to detect changes in behavioral routines by comparing activity curves and use these changes to analyze the possibility of changes in cognitive or physical health. We demonstrate our model and evaluate our change detection approach using a longitudinal smart home sensor dataset collected from 18 smart homes with older adult residents. Finally, we demonstrate how big data-based pervasive analytics such as activity curve-based change detection can be used to perform functional health assessment. Our evaluation indicates that correlations do exist between behavior and health changes and that these changes can be automatically detected using smart homes, machine learning, and big data-based pervasive analytics.
and define probability distributions over activities, or activity distributions, for each of these time intervals
133
(see Figure 1 for an example). An activity curve is a compilation of these activity distributions for the entire 134 day-long period. 135 We also note that our activity routines tend to vary from one day to the next. For example, we may wake 136 up at 6:30 AM and eat breakfast at 7:15 AM one day while we might wake up at 7:30 AM and eat breakfast at 137 8:00 AM the next day. In order to generalize our model over such day-to-day variations in activity routines, 138 we will define the notion of an aggregated activity curve that is calculated over an aggregation window of x 139 days.
140
Definition 1. Given a time interval t, an activity distribution models the daily routine based on the predefined 141 set of activities A as a probability distribution over activities in A. The probability distribution can be 142 estimated from sample data based on the normalized time an individual spends on a predefined set of n 143 activities during time intervals t as observed during one or more days.
144
An activity distribution for time interval t is a n-element set D t = {d t,1 , d t,2 , . . . , d t,n } whose length is 145 equal to that of the activity set A. The i th element in an activity distribution, d t,i , represents the probability 146 of performing activity A i during time interval t.
147
To model a person's overall daily activity routine, we use m activity distributions corresponding to each 148 of the m time intervals. We can then construct an activity curve by collecting activity distributions that 149 model daily activity patterns at all different times of the day.
150
Definition 2. An activity curve C is the compilation of activity distributions D t ordered by time interval t.
151
The length of an activity curve is m. We refer to the model that compiles activity distributions as an
152
"activity curve" because if we consider the activity distribution of activity A i for all time intervals 1, 2, . . . , m,
153
these activity distributions form a curve that represents the "fraction of a time" that an individual is likely 154 to perform activity A i over successive time intervals.
155
We calculate an aggregated activity distributionD t for time interval t by aggregating activity distribu- for the t th time interval aggregated over a window of x days and follow normal distributions, then we can 158 define an aggregated activity distribution as follows.
159
Definition 3. An aggregated activity distributionD t at time interval t is the maximum likelihood estimate of 160 the mean that is obtained from activity distributions D k,t (1 ≤ k ≤ x) that fall within an aggregation window 161 of size x.
162
We can write the aggregated activity distributionD t at time interval t as show in Equation 1. An example aggregated activity curve that models three different activities: sleep, bed toilet transition, and an "other" activity. This sample aggregated activity curve was derived using x = three months of actual smart home data. Aggregated activity distributions were calculated at 5 minute time intervals, (m = 288). In this graph, the time interval at index 0 represents 12:00 AM.
Definition 4. An aggregated activity curve is the compilation of aggregated activity distributions obtained 164 over an aggregation window of size x.
165
If Σ = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . . , C x } is a set of activity curves over an aggregation window of size = x days, we 166 can represent an aggregated activity curve over Σ as C Σ . The aggregated activity curve C Σ compiles the 167 aggregated activity distributions,D t . Figure 2 illustrates an example of an aggregated activity curve that 168 models three different activities: sleep, bed toilet transition, and other. 
Activity distribution distance

170
We calculate the distance between two activity distributions using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence 171 measure. We assume that the activity distributions model the same activity set A for the same time 172 interval size and aggregation window size. The KL divergence between two activity distributions
We note that the standard KL distance metric is a non-symmetric measure of the differences between 175 two probability distributions the remainder of the paper, our discussion of KL divergence will refer to this symmetric version of the KL divergence measure.
Before defining the distance between two activity curves C 1 and C 2 of length m, we first need to align 180 the activity distributions in the activity curves (this is described in Section 6). As a result of the alignment 181 step, we obtain a vector of alignment pairs Γ = (p, q) of length l = |Γ| that aligns an activity distribution at 182 time interval p (1 ≤ p ≤ m) of activity curve C 1 with activity distribution at time interval q (1 ≤ q ≤ m)
183
of activity curve C 2 .
184
We calculate the total distance, SD KL (C 1 ||C 2 ), between two activity curves, C 1 and C 2 , as the sum of 185 distances between each aligned activity distribution for the two activity curves, as shown in Equation 4.
186
where D 1,p and D 2,q are the activity distributions that belong to activity curves C 1 and C 2 at time intervals 187 p and q, respectively. Daily activity routines are performed differently from one day to the next. As a result, the daily activity
190
curve that models these activity routines will vary from one day to the next. Create C Σ x , aggregated activity curve for window size x.
7:
Create C Σ x+1 , aggregated activity curve for window size x + 1.
8:
Create C Σ x+2 , aggregated activity curve for window size x + 2.
9:
Compute d 1 = distance between two aggregated activity curves SD KL (C Σ x ||C Σ x+1 ).
10:
Compute d 2 = distance between two aggregated activity curves
else return x 13: until x < N 6. Activity curve alignment
208
In order to compute similarity (or distance) between two activity curves, we need to compare each of the 209 activity distributions that belong to these two activity curves. However, we first need to determine which 210 pairs of distributions to compare by considering alternative distribution alignment techniques. Activity curve 211 alignment can be performed based on aligning the same time of day between two curves. Alternatively, we 212 can try to maximally align the activity occurrences between two curves before performing such a comparison.
213
Here we provide details for these two alignment techniques that we use in our work. an hour earlier at 9:00 PM the next day, an hour later at 11:00 PM a few days later, and eventually go back 228 to sleeping at 10:00 PM. Aligning activity distributions using dynamic time warping allows us to maximally 229 align common activities before comparing two activity curves. Such an alignment accommodates activity 230 time changes that are shifted temporally backward (for example, an hour earlier), forward (for example,
231
an hour later), expanded (longer duration), compressed (shorter duration), or not changed at all from one 232 day to another. We optimize activity alignment using Dynamic Time Warping(DTW) to align distributions 233 between two activity curves.
234
Dynamic time warping finds an optimal alignment or warping path between activity curves. This optimal 235 warping path has minimal total cost among all possible warping paths. We use the symmetric KL distance 236 metric that we previously mentioned to compute this warping path. The warping path has the following 237 three main properties:
238
• Boundary property: The first and last elements (activity distributions) from the two activity curves 239 are always aligned with each other.
240
• Monotonicity property: Paths are not allowed to move backwards.
241
• Step size property: No activity distributions are omitted from the curve alignment.
242
We also note that due to the monotonicity property, DTW does not allow backward alignments. However,
243
as we have seen in practice, activity distributions can be shifted temporally backward and/or temporally 244 forward. Therefore, we modify the standard approach to perform two independent iterations of DTW:
245
• In forward dynamic time warping, we start from the first activity distribution and move forward in 246 time toward the last activity distribution to find an optimal alignment between activity curves that 247 are similar in the forward time direction.
248
• In backward dynamic time warping, we start from the last activity distribution and move backward in 249 time toward the first activity distribution to find an optimal alignment between activity curves that 250 are similar in the backward time direction.
251
If C 1 and C 2 are two activity curves of length m, the DTW-based activity distribution alignment outputs difference. We will utilize these two different alignment techniques in our PCAR algorithm to detect changes 259 between two aggregated activity curves and calculate change scores.
260
PCAR
261
Based on our notion of an activity curve, we now introduce our Permutation-based Change Detection in 262 Activity Routine (PCAR) algorithm. This algorithm identifies and quantifies changes in an activity routine.
263
PCAR operates on the assumption that daily activities are scheduled according to a routine and are not 264 scheduled randomly. For example, we regularly "wake up","bathe" and "have breakfast" in the morning 
274
In other words, the samples are exchangeable when the null hypothesis is true. This type of test allows us 275 to determine the significant difference between two aggregated activity curves.
276
We use a permutation-based test to perform a two-sample homogeneity test. In a two-sample homogeneity 277 test, we test the null hypothesis that the two samples come from the same probability distribution versus 278 the alternate hypothesis that they come from different probability distributions. 
Changes in activity distributions
280
We use the permutation-based two-sample test to determine whether there is a significant change among 281 a set of activity distributions at a particular time interval. We formulate the null hypothesis that the set of 282 activity distributions comprising two activity curves are identical versus the alternative hypothesis that the 283 set of activity distributions is significantly different between the two aggregated activity curves.
284
We test the hypothesis of a significant change between two aggregated activity distributions,D 1,t and 285D 2,t .
286
• Calculate the test statistic: Calculate the test statistic Dist t = SD KL (D 1,t ||D 2,t ) between the two 287 aggregated activity distributions.
288
Figure 3: The permutation-based steps to detect changes in the activity curve. The first step is to compute the test statistic from the original samples. In the second step, the samples are rearranged N times and the test statistic is calculated for each arrangement. In the third step, significance testing is performed by comparing the test statistic obtained from the original (unpermuted) set of data with the the test statistic obtained from the permuted data. Finally, a change score is calculated by counting the number of significant changes in activity distributions.
• Permutation: Randomly shuffle individual activity distributions between the two aggregated distribu- at each time interval using the method summarized in Algorithm 2.
311
• Alignment: Calculate the two aggregated activity curves C 1 and C 2 using the activity distributions 312 aggregated for each time interval over windows W 1 and W 2 . Align curves C 1 and C 2 using one of the 313 alignment techniques described in the previous section to generate the alignment vector Γ = (u, v).
314
• Shuffle the activity curves.
8:
Generate aggregated activity curves C Σ1 and C Σ2 by aggregating the distributions in Σ 1 , Σ 2
9:
Using the time interval-based alignment technique, align the two aggregated activity curves to obtain an alignment vector Γ.
10:
for all alignment pairs (u, u) in Γ do :
11:
Find a distance SD KL (D 1,u ||D 2,u ) between u th activity distributions in two activity curves.
12:
Insert SD KL (D 1,u ||D 2,u ) to empirical distributionD ist at location [i, u]. We use smart home sensor data to derive activity curves that model the activity routines of a smart 340 home resident. Our PCAR algorithm detects changes in those activity routines. We note that changes in 341 ADL patterns are one of the many forms of behavioural changes that are frequently associated with changes 342 in cognitive and physical health. We hypothesize that activity curve will allow us to detect changes in ADL 343 patterns which possibly can provide valuable information about a change in the health condition. To validate 344 our automated assessment technique, we utilize smart home sensor data that was collected from real world 345 smart home test beds with older adult residents. We apply robust activity recognition algorithms [30, 31] to 346 label these sensor-monitored data with the corresponding activity labels.
347
Algorithm 3 PCAR(Σ 1 , Σ 2 ,D ist) 1: Σ 1 , Σ 2 = two sets of activity curves 2: //Return a change score S 3:
Calculate SD KL (D 1,u ||D 2,v ) between activity distribution D 1,u ∈ C 1 and D 2,v ∈ C 2 .
8:
Perform significance testing of estimated distance by queryingD ist.
9:
if change is significant :
10: S = S + 1 11: end for 12: return S First, we validate the performance of the proposed PCAR algorithm by running it on a synthetic activity 349 curve. We create a synthetic activity curve by compiling synthetic activity distributions. The synthetic 350 activity distribution models the patterns of two activities, an arbitrary activity A and an "other" activity.
351
We generate synthetic activity distributions for each time interval t for N days by applying the following 352 three steps. Here l represents the length of each time interval.
353
• Generate a random value p (0 ≤ p ≤ l), which represents the average time that is spent in performing 354 activity A during time interval t.
355
• Generate two vectors, S and S , each of length N . Generate the vector S from a normal distribution 356 i.e. S ∼ Normal(p, 1). Each element of vector S is generated by subtracting the corresponding value 357 in S from l i.e l − s ∈ S .
358
• Create an activity distribution that models patterns of two activities at a time interval t. The elements participants were classified as cognitively healthy (N=7), at risk for cognitive difficulties (N=7) or experi- 
Smart home test bed
383
The 18 smart home test beds are single-resident apartments, each with at least one bedroom, a kitchen, 
388
The residents perform their normal activities in their smart apartments, unobstructed by the smart home 389 instrumentation. While residents carry out their daily routines, sensors continuously monitor their behavior.
390
The middleware collects the sensor events and stores them on a database server. Figure 5 provides a sample 391 of the raw sensor events that are collected and stored. Each sensor event is represented by four fields: 392 date, time, sensor identifier, and sensor message. The raw sensor data does not contain activity labels.
393
We use an activity recognition algorithm, described in the next section, to map individual sensor events to 394 corresponding activity labels. that both clinicians and caregivers are interested in understanding [35] We use two different preprocessing techniques to preprocess activity curves.
454
• Mean smoothing: We run a mean smoothing filter of size 3 on activity distributions comprising the 455 activity curve to smooth out noise and minor variations. In this step, we replace the estimate at time 456 interval t with the average estimate of activity distributions at times t − 2, t − 1, and t. . This global measure of cognitive status was developed to identify and characterize cognitive decline in older adults.
• Add-One smoothing: Activity distributions for certain activities can be zero. For example, we rarely 458 eat and cook at midnight so activity distributions of these activities at midnight are often zero. We activity. This sample aggregated activity curve was derived using an aggregation window of size x = three 467 months based on actual single resident smart home sensor data and 5 minute time intervals. We observe 468 that this smart home resident usually goes to sleep at around 9:00 PM and wakes up at around 7:00 AM.
469
We also observe that the resident exhibits a fairly fixed schedule for eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner. the activity distributions that model activities at different time intervals belonging to different times of a 473 day will be different. In our first experiment, we assess whether our proposed activity curve can capture such 474 differences in activity distributions. We calculate an aggregated activity curve for five-minute time intervals 475 using the first three months of activity-annotated sensor data from one of our smart homes. We calculate Avg. time spent in activity in that interval (normalized) Figure 6 : An example of aggregated activity curve that models eight different activities. This sample aggregated activity curve was derived using x = three months of actual smart home data. Aggregated activity distributions were calculated at 5 minute time intervals, (m = 288) a pairwise distance (symmetric KL divergence) matrix between activity distributions from this aggregated 477 activity curve. We plot this pairwise distance matrix in a heat map shown in Figure 7 .
478
From the heat map in Figure 7 , we observe that the distance between activity distributions varies ac- evidence that the activity curve is capturing generalizable differences in activity routine at various times of 485 the day.
486
In the next experiment, we study how the activity distribution distances within an activity curve (the 
Aggregation Window Size
In the next experiment, we determine the minimum length of an aggregation window that is required 495 to calculate a stable aggregated activity curve for our smart home data. Figure 9 shows the variations in 496 the length of an aggregate window at different interval sizes calculated using all the available sensor data.
497
We observe that the length of the aggregation window is larger for the smaller interval sizes and smaller for 498 the larger interval sizes. We can explain such differences in length of the aggregation window based on the 499 observations we made between average pairwise distances and interval sizes in Figure 9 . At larger interval 500 sizes, activity distributions are dominated by activities that take a long time to complete (such as sleep).
501
Thus, the distance between two activity distributions for such activity curves are significantly lower than the 502 distance between two activity distributions for activity curves at smaller time intervals. Hence, we obtain a 503 stable activity curve using a smaller aggregation window size for larger interval sizes. Σ i = AggregateActivityCurvesAtTime(t i + 3 months)
8:
10:
Append(S 1 , BehaviorChangesScores)
13:
Append(S 2 , ClinicalChangesScores) 14:
To obtain such correlations, we first calculate aggregated activity curves for two three-month aggregation 512 windows, W 1 and W 2 . Next, we apply PCAR to these activity curves to obtain a smart home-based change 513 score. We also obtain clinical scores measured at time points, t 1 and t 2 . We repeat this step for all 514 
522
As a baseline for comparison, we generated random change scores by randomly predicting a change 523 between activity distributions instead of using the PCAR algorithm. 
525
We make the following observations:
526
• We obtain statistically significant correlations between activity change scores and TUG scores (Table   527 3)
528
• No correlations exist between activity change scores obtained from random predictions and TUG scores.
529
• No correlations exist between smart home based activity change scores and RBANS scores.
530
• Often, the strength of correlations at larger time interval sizes is weak because at larger time inter-531 vals activities are either dominated by sleep activity or other activity. Hence, changes in activity 532 distributions at large time intervals are comparatively harder to detect. "performance" of a smart home resident's everyday behavior.
533
540
Figure 10 shows how the continuous change scores of two smart home residents have varied with time.
541
Each point in a plot represents a total change score obtained by using the PCAR algorithm to compare 542 behavior six months prior with current behavior. First, we plot continuous change scores of a resident 543 whose health status has declined (Figure 10 ). We observe that after a year, the total change score of this 544 resident started to fluctuate. Such fluctuations indicate changes in the average daily routines of this resident.
545
Similarly, we plot continuous change scores of another resident whose health has been in excellent condition 546 for the entire data collection period (Figure 10 ). We observe that the PCAR algorithm detects very few 547 changes in the average daily routines of this resident. The change scores calculated in the previous sections quantify overall changes in average daily routines 550 for the entire collection of know activities. In this experiment, we can quantify total changes in the average 551 daily routines of some specific activities by running PCAR algorithm on a reduced activity set. The elements 552 in this reduced activity set are activities that we want to monitor and the "other activities" class is used to represent all of the remaining activities. For example, if we want to monitor sleep and bed to toilet activities,
554
we put three elements (sleep, bed to toilet and other) in the reduced activity set. Using this reduced set of 555 activity, we can use PCAR to obtain continuous change scores.
556 Figure 11 shows the continuous sleep change scores of the same two smart home residents for whom we 557 studied the continuous change scores in Figure 10 . We see that PCAR detected changes in the overall sleep 558 routine of the first resident while it does not detect any sleep routine changes for the other resident. 
Discussions
560
In this work, we proposed an activity curve model to represent daily activity-based behavior routines.
561
The proposed activity curve models the activity distributions of the activities at different times of a day.
562
Using the activity curve model, we developed the PCAR algorithm to identify and quantify changes in the 563 activity routines. We validated our model by performing experiments using synthetic data and longitudinal 564 smart home sensor data. PCAR is able to represent behavior patterns through big data analysis.
565
The current activity model considers activity distributions using different interval sizes. In our future 566 work, we will build a hierarchical activity curve model to combine the activity distributions at different time 567 interval sizes. Further, while performing experiments with an activity curve model, we chose a subset of 568 activities that are considered important in daily life. In the future, we will extend our experiments to include 569 larger pool of daily activities. We also note that the activities that did not fit into these seven predefined 570 categories were termed "other". We note that the "other" data is very large, complex, and represents 571 important activities that we will add to our activity vocabulary in future work.
572
We developed the PCAR algorithm to quantify changes in an activity routine. PCAR makes use of a 573 smart home sensor data of an individual collected over a period to quantify changes in the activity routine In this paper, we studied the relationship between the output from the PCAR algorithm and the standard 578 clinical and physical health scores. We found moderate correlations between the change scores and standard
579
TUG scores. However, we found that the correlations between smart home-based change scores and standard 580 cognitive scores (RBANS) were not as strong as we expected because the majority of the older adults for 581 whom we analyzed the data are healthy older adults. We note that clinicians have frequently argued for 582 the existence of a relationship between changes in ADL patterns and changes in the health. We want to 583 use our idea of an activity curve to detect changes in ADL patterns which possibly can be associated with 584 a change in cognitive and physical health conditions. Similarly, we also demonstrated methods to evaluate 585 the "average performance" of a smart home resident by continuously monitoring changes in the overall daily 586 routine as well as a set of specified activities.
587
The work described here confirms that pervasive computing methods can be used to correlate an indi-588 vidual's behavior patterns and clinical assessment scores. In our future work, we will explore visualization 589 tools for the activity curve model and we will further investigate how clinicians and caregivers can utilize 590 the results of this method so that they can make informed decisions. 
